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Learning Portal Presentation Feedback
• "This looks like an awesome tool! I love how you called it an 'inquiry
playground'! Like you said, this would be great for pre- and post- fieldtrip
activities. What happens if the Museum finds content on someone's
playlist that they disagree with? Is there a removal system?"
• "Amazing! Thank you for sharing the RBCMuseum Learning Portal with
us. I want to join! This is a great resource for the students at school."
• "Thank you for showing us the RBCMuseum Learning Portal. This looks
like such a wonderful resource. I really like your idea about making the
Museum accessible to everyone in BC."
• "What a cool project to be involved in. There is definitely tons of potential
that I look forward to experimenting with!"
• "So cool! I love this cool interactive website that the teachers OR students
can use. It is definitely a good way to incorporate technology into the
classroom in a useful way. Good work!"
• "Wow! Super! Thanks for sharing this valuable resource!"
• "Thanks for sharing an awesome site. I really like the idea of using the
museum for student inquiry projects."
• "Love the multimodal nature of this. Thank you for sharing your intention
for being a part of this. You have a generous and virtuous spirit."
• "Awesome idea! I'm excited to use this in my class/practicum. Thank you
for showing us this."
• "This is such a great resource, thank you for sharing it with us!"
• "Very cool resource, thank you! I really appreciate the multimodal
opportunities and love the idea of bringing the museum to my classroom!
Thanks!"
• "The Learning Portal is very interesting and it seems so useful. I can't wait
to try using this in the classroom. Thank you for sharing this with us!"
• "I really like the idea of making the museum resources more accessible.
What an awesome resource! I felt pretty lost about resources and
implementing them into my lessons - this helps so much!"
• "Thank you for sharing this amazing resource. I can't wait to check it out!"
• "Very interesting and useful resource. Thanks for sharing it with us."
• "What a great resource! It's such a shame so many students in BC don't
have access to the Museum, but the learning portal brings a whole new
opportunity to access the Museum with students. I was intrigued instantly
by what Brad was saying ... "Can Indigenous ways of learning/knowledge
really be incorporated to the rigid school system/curriculum?" Thanks so
much."
• "This is an amazing resource that I will definitely be using. Thanks for
sharing!"
• "Great resource! Thanks so much for sharing. I love that you can share
your inquiries with others and see theirs as well. Great way to document
your journey and learning."
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• "Thanks for sharing this great tool. I imagine it as a great class project to
set up one of these on a topic where all can contribute."
• "Thanks for sharing this cool resource. I might just use that down the
road."
• "Super useful! This is one of the most helpful things to come out of this
class: an accessible resource that has been broken down in a way that I
can understand."
• "Thank you for showing this to us! It is less intimidating to me now."
• "I had never heard of this resource - sounds very useful. Thank you for
sharing! I will definitely use this in my practicum."
• "Lovely presentation! I loved the multimodal aspect of learning. I like that
you can make your inquiry your own by "clicking" on the plus sign! Cool!"
• "Looks really cool! I am still confused about how to make my own playlist
but I'd love to play around with it... I love how accessible this would be in a
classroom."
• "Interesting resource. I love where the museum is going with their more
democratic approach, so congratulations for being part of it. Your
presentation style is fun and engaging. I'm looking forward to giving the
site a try."
• "Thanks for sharing this. I think this is an awesome way to access so
many resources. I too love the accessibility of what is online."
• "This is so amazing! I'm definitely one of those people who love the
museum but find it intimidating. Thank you for sharing this great resource
with us!"
• "This was an authentic inquiry that will push forward your teaching practice
and your fellow students' practice as well. Your presentation was filled with
ways to grow as teacher/learner with your students."

